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Fig. I-Model Chapman D-Layer (N-h profile); and
collision frequency profile (11m vs h)
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2. Theoretical Considerations
The absorption coefficient K.m is derived. from

the well-known dispersion expression of Appletonl
for the ordinary wave:

overhead sun position ex. = 0) and the geomagnetic
conditions appropriate to Udaipur (gyrofrcqucncy
fa = 1·17 MHz and dip angle 3r 20'). Lorigitudi.
nal propagation in the. D~region has been assumed.
Ora phical method has 'been used for the computation
of total absorption in the D-region.
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A study or the ratio r or the absorption coefficients (K). given by the Sen- WyIler (S- W) gmeraHzecl tbeorJ
and the Appletoo-HlU'tree (A-H) classical theory bas been made for the D-reglon for vario1lS worldq ~
quencies. An empirical relation for r bas been propoSed as a function of height and working frequency, whidl
would help one to compute the generalized absorption coefficients, simply multiplying the values of K calcaIated

from the A-H theory by y. It bas been found that y varies nearly from 1to 2.5 iu the height range of70-85
km and remains 2'5 for heights above 85 km. The total noo·deviative absorptions at various working frequeDdes
have also been computed graphically.
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1. Introduction

IN THE derivation of the Appleton- Hartree
(A-H) magnetoionic dispersion equation for the
study of radio wave propagation in tbe ionosphere,
the collision of electrons with the heavy particles
was introduced through a frictional constant term v
independent of the velocity of the electrons. Sen
and Wyller generalized the A-H magnetoionic
formula taking into consideration the collision
frequency of the electron with heavy particles as
a function of electron velocities, viz. v=v", (v).
It was concluded in their work that for the

extreme limits v -< (w + WH) and v ). (w + wH) the
A-H formula can be retained provided the effec
tive collision frequency term is taken as tVm and ~m

respectively. None of these extreme limits is valid
in the D-region of the ionosphere. So, for precise
work in this region the exact Sen-Wyller (S-W)
generalized formula for the absorption coeffici~nt
should be used. In the present paper, a study of
the multiplying factor (y) which would enable one
to obtain generalized absorption coefficient from the
classical A-H absorption coefficient, has been made.
A study of the. variation of the ratio (y) of the
absorption coefficients calculated from the two
theories as a function of true height and working
frequency has been made and thereby an attempt
has been made to obtain an empirical relation for
this ratio .or the multiplying factor as it may be
<:aIled.

The height distribution of the electron density in
the D-region of the ionosphere has been taken as
Chapman distribution. This is shown in Fig. 1. The
collision frequency profile used is also shown in
Fig.I. All the calculations have been made for
vertically incident ordinary wave component, for
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3. Discussion
Values of Ksw are calculated using Eq. (2) for

KAH and empirical formula in Eq. (S) for y for dif
ferentfrequencies. These are shown in Figs. 3(A)-(D).
The values of Ksw as obtained from the actual gen

eralized formula [Eq. (3)] are also shown for com-

( c.u I c.u )the argument :m H, • The values of C-script

integral for different arguments are tabulated by
Dingle et al.3•

. The multiplying factor y may be defined as
Ksw

y= -
KAH

or, Ksw = Y KAH ••. (4)

The value of y in Eq. (4) has been calculated

using Eqs. (2) and (3) for different frequencies, viz.

2, 2'5, 3 and 3'5 MHz in the height range 70-95 km.
The frictional term v of the A-H equation has
been taken equal to Vm. The variation of y with

height for different frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.
It may be seen that the value of y, for aU the frequ
encies, increases nearly from 1 to 2'5 and it becomes
constant at about 85 km and above. The variation

of y thus nearly resembles th I.': charging phenomenon

of a condenser in which the value of the charge on

the plates first increases and then becomes constant

after a certain time. Hence y should have the form

somewhat similar to the relation for the charging of a
condenser. The authors made an attempt to obtain
an empirical relation for y, whereby one would be
able to calculate Ksw directly from KAw values. The
calculation of Ksw by Eq. (3) requires the value
of C-script integral for various arguments and is a
laborious one. The final form of the empirical
relation for y as obtained by the authors, which
fitted the curve (Fig. 2), may be represented by

: = 2'S[0'97-exp {-O'll (h-65)}]
-0'05 (76'5-h) ... (5)

where a = 0'11 (f - 2) + 1
" h = true height in km

and f = working frequency in MHz.
The proposed empirical relation [Eq. (5)J p.as been

tested for a number of working frequencies between
2 and 3'S MHz and has been found satisfactory for

the height range 70<h<85 km in which most of the
D-region absorption takes place. Fig. (2) further
suggests that the maximum value of y would be 2·S.
The values of Ksw as calculated from the empirical
relation for y [Eq. (5)] and the value of KAH [Eq. (2)J,
and that obtained by expression [Eq. (3)J, do not
differ much as may be seen from Fig. 3 (A, B, C

and D).
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Fig. 2 - Variation of multiplying factor with height

where N is the electron number density per cm3, Vm

is the collision frequency of mono-energetic electrons

and CSt2 ( c.> ~m ""H ) Jisthe C-script in integral of

6

__ i {_5_c.>_N_2Cst 2 ( c.> + c.>H)}2c.>vm Vm

. 2p.Kswc 5c.>N2 C ( c.> + c.>H )
I.e. ~'---- = _ S/2 ----

Vm

where c.>Nis the angular plasma frequency .
The non-deviative absorption coefficient in this

case is given by

which reduces to

Nv I dB )KAH = 4'605 X 104• (c.> + c.>H)2 + v2 \ kin
... (2)

where in Eqs. (1) and (2) N is the electron number
density per cm3•

Sen and WylIer2 obtained a generalized expression
for the complex refr,active index. For the ordinary
wave component and for longitudinal propagation it
is given as follows:

where the symbols used are those as recommended
by URSI. Assuming non-deviative absorption, co-

efficient KAH for longitudinal propagation may be
given by
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Fig. 3 - Variation of absorption coefficient with height for various frequencies

two values of Ksw are in good In order to study the nature of the frequency
dependen~e of the total non-deviative D~region
absorption, as obtained by A-H and S-W theories, a
graph has been plotted between the total non-devia
tive D-region absorption and (f -rIB) ona log-log
scale as shown in Fig. 4. The slope of the line in the
case of S-W is 1'77 whereas it is 2 in the case of A- H,
suggesting inverse square relationship as predicted
by most of the theoretical workers. It may be mention;.
ed here that the experimental value of the exponent

m in the relationship, Lc:x (f: fL)m at low latitudes

has been reported"5 to lie between 1'5 and 1'8 which
agrees well with that of Sen-WyIler's case. Also, the
experimental value of m as obtained at Udaipur is 1'7
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parison. The
agreement.

for the N-h and '1m-h profiles, shown in Fig. 1
have been calculated graphically for the two
sets of values of Ksw, one given by actual
formula in Eq. (3) and other using the empirical
relation in Eq. (5) and KAB values [Eq. (2)]. The
values of total absorption at different frequencies are
shown in Table 1. It may be seen from cots. 3 and
4 of Table 1·that there is no appreciable difference
between the total absorption value (i) computed
from Sen-Wyller theory and (ii) that calculated using
~nipirical relation for y and 'KAB values.
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(iii) The frequency index m com,es out to be

1'77 instead of 2 when generalized theory is used,

which value agree well with the experimental results .

(ii) The multiplying factor varies from nearly

I to 2'5 in the height range 70<h<85 km and after
wards it remains very nearly 2'5.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions, as established above,
are wor,thy of mentioning.

(i) The empirical relation in Eq. (5) is suitable
as the multiplying factor which would enable one to
calculate the generalized absorption coefficient from
the classical A-H one.

(Jain, S. 1., unpublished work, person~l communi
cation) ...
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Table 1 - D·Region Total Absorption
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